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Introduction 

In Chinese Buddhist history, it has been told that the origin of Zen is brought by Bodhidharma 

around 520 A.D .. As far as Gautama Buddha is the founder of Buddhism, Zen's model can be 

said as, the time when Gautama Siddhartha starts his meditation process in Gaya. 

The template of Zen or the root of Zen can be traced back to the meditation that Gautama 

Buddha was in right before his attainment ofliberation. 

Likewise, Bodhidhanna tried to follow the same method of meditation as Gautama Buddha 

practiced before his enlightenment and that can be regarded as the origin of Zen Buddhism. 

I be lieve the origin of Zen Buddhism is when Bodhidharma tried to experience the process 

of mediation , until at that time, it was told the way Gautama Siddhartha reached his 

enlightenment. If you see Zen from the point of view of Buddhism, all Mahayana Buddhist 

Sutras can be conceived as Zen Sutras2
• 

On this paper, within the Mahayana Buddhist Sutras, I have chosen, one of the Early 

Mahayana Buddhist Sutra, the Saddharrnapul)9arlka (=SP)3 and The Sutra of the Lotus Flower 

of the Wonderful Dharma translated by Kumarajlva4
• Since Kumarajlva has translated many 

Zen Sutras, Lotus Sutra is often quoted in the Sh6b6genz6, which was written by Dogen, the 

founder of S6t6 Sect in Japan. 

From within Saddharmapul)9arlka and The Sutra of the Lotus Flower of the Wonderful 

Dharma translated by KumarajTva. 

I This paper is based on Chinese Ch'an Meditation Panel's my presentation of the XVl'h Congress of lABS 

(International Association of Buddhist Studies) 20 II at Dharma Drum Buddhist College in Taiwan. 

2 Kogen Mizuno: "Introduction to the History of Ch'an-ting Ideas in China before the Establishment of the 

Ch'an Sect', Journal of the Komazawa University (Komazawa-daigaku kenkyu kiyo) No.XY, 1957, pp.l5-54. 

3 H. Kern , and B. Nanjio: SADDHARMAPlfl!f?ARlKA , Bibliotheca Buddhica X, St. Petersbourg 1908-12. 

4 J. Takakushu (ed.): KumarajTva (trans.), The Sutra of the Lotus Flower of the Wonderful Dharma, 408 , 

Taish6 Shinshu Daz6ky6 Vol.9, Taish6-issaiky6-kank6kai , 1934-1944, pp.l-62. (1\f'l;~ftHHR W!PJ;t*Jllf!iHU , 
r*IEfMiirf*'~Uf.J ~ g ~) 
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It is possible that his translation of the Lotus Sutra was under the influence of those Zen 

Sutras in some way or the other. Besides, the Lotus Sutra was cited most often among all other 

Sutras, in Sh6b6genz6, which was written by Dagen, the founder of S6t6 Sect in Japan . 

In regards to the points I made so far, I wou ld like to explore how "zen" (meditation) that is 

fo und both in SP, Saddharmaput.H;larTka and The Sutra of the Lotus Flower of the Wonderful 

Dharma by Kumarajlva can be interpreted and from what point of view they can be Zen . 

1. The origin of Zen 

In ancient India, meditation had a lready been practiced as a method to reach mental 

composure or concentration even before Gautama Buddha's time5
• 

According to his biography, he sat under the Bodhitree, meditated and then attained the 

enl ightenment. Probably because of that, meditation has been regarded as important. 

Meditation in Buddhism, namely dhyana- or samadhi- in Sanskrit words, particularly the 

one Sakyamuni was going through right before his attainment of Buddhahood. He can be 

thought as the beginning of meditation. In Mahiivagga which is regarded as one of Early 

Buddhist Sutras, the scene right after Sakyamuni Buddha attained Buddhahood is described. 

Tena samayena buddho bhagava uruvelayarp viharati najja Nerafi.jaraya tire bodhirukkhamUle 

pathamabhisambuddho. atha kho bhagava bodhirukkhamule sattaha111 ekapal lankena 

nisldi vimuttisukhapatisa111vedl. IIl ii" 
(Trans lating.) At that time, Sakyamuni Buddha, the world honored one was under the 

Bodhitree near Nerafijara river. Then the world honored one, sat cross-legged under the 

Bodhitree for seven days during which he enjoyed the joy of his atta inment of Buddhahood. 

What comes after this is the Twelve-linked Chain of Dependent Origination. This makes 

supporting evidence that supports the idea that the Twelve-linked Cha in of Dependent 

Origination might represent the contents of Sakyamuni Buddha's enl ightenment. 

A lso in the early Buddhist sutras, the scenes of both right before and right after his 

attainment ofBuddhahood are found. Those scenes are, if chronologically put below: 

(1) Gautama Siddhartha sits under a bodhitree and starts his meditation. 

5 Hajime Nakamura: Buddhism Terms Dictionmy (Bukkyo-go daijiten) , Tokyo Shoseki co., LTD. , 1975, 

pp.853-855. 

6 H. Oldenberg (ed.) : Mahii vagga, Vinaya Pi!akm~1 Vol!, the Mahiivagga, The Principal Buddhist Holy 

Scriptures in the Piili Language, The Pali Text Society, London, 1964, p. l . 
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(2) Two devils try to tempt him. 

(3) He attains Buddhahood. 

(4) Brahman requests him for the Buddha's teachings. 

At the beginning of those episodes, what is commonly found is this seemingly a standardized 

line: 

atha kho bhagava sattahassa accayena tamha samadhimha vu!:l:hahitva ..... . 

(Translating.) Then the World-honored one, after seven days, rose from meditation ... 

Therefore in Early Buddhist Sutras, Sakyamuni Buddha was meditating both right before 

and right after his enlightenment. 

From those examples, it can be thought that meditation as in Buddhism is aiming to attain 

enlightenment. 

From its contents, it can be said that the purpose of SP is to attain the same level of state that 

Sakyamuni Buddha reached, in other words, to reach the same enlightenment as the Buddha 

obtained. 

2. Terms Denoting Meditation 

According to Buddhist Chinese-Snskrit Dictionary, tearms of '1.ijl. (Zen) ', '1.ijl.)E (Zenjo) ', '1-E 
(Jo ) ' are shown below' . 

T¥ (Zen) : dhyana-; dhyana-sukhya-, dhyain-, yoga- , samadhi-, samapatti-

;f.ijl.)E (Zenjo) : dhyana-, samadhi-; dhyana-parami, dhyana-vari, dhyain-, pratisaJ!l-layana, 

samatha, samapatti-, samahita-

JE8 (Jo) : samadhi, samahita, dhyana, avasyam, niyata, niscaya, atyanta, atyantam, 

avadharal)a, avasya, avasthana, atyantika, upanyasa, ekanta, eva, ati-kantika, 

kevala, tu, dhyanantara, dhyanopapatti, dhyayin, dhruva, dhruvam, nitya, 

nityam, niyati, niyatipatita, niyatT-bhiHa, niyama, niyamatas, niyama, 

ni~sarpsayam, nilnam, naiyamika, naiyamyena, prajiiapti, pratiniyata, 

pratiniyama, yujyate, yoga, viraja-samadhi, vyavasthita, sama, samatha, 

santa-samadhi , sad-bhilta, sam-a-J dha, samadhi-sambhilta, samadhTyate, 

samahitatva, sarvatha, suvyaktam, sthiti , sphutam, svastha-citta, hi 9 

7 Akira Hirakawa (ed.): Buddhist Chinese-Sanskrit Dictionmy, The Reiyukai , Tokyo, 1997, p.898. 

8 Akira Hirakawa (ed.): Buddhist Chinese-Sanskrit Dictionmy, op.cit. , p.376. 
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so many expressions in Sanskrit is found . 

Therefore I decided to pick up the term dhyana- and samadhi- since they are commonly 

related to those three terms, "zen" , "jo" and "zenjo" and using these two as key words, I will 

examine that how the term Zenjo is expressed in SP with. 

3. The Terms of Meditation in Saddarmapuf!tfarlka 

In SP, I tried to search dhyana- and samadhi- and it turned out that there are 21 examples of 

dhyana- and 44 of samadhi-. 

In this search for those examples' 0
, those examples can be divided into several groups. 

First, within (A) dhyana-, there are 21 examples and they can be divided into 5 groups. 

(A) dhyana-

(1) dhyana- experienced by monks who are trying to experience for themse lves the similar 

state to the that Sakyamuni Buddha was going through right before his enlightenment. 

(ex.) vlrye ca dhyane ca lqtadhikara~ prajfiaya va cintita eti dharma~ I 
vividhani put:~yani k~tani yehi te sarvi bodhlya abhU~i labhina~ 117611 

(SP 49.13-1 4 [2])" 

9 Dr. Kogen Mizuno (Kogen M izuno: Bukkyo-yogo no kisotisiki (7}~!ij· ~J..j[; r 11, ~j: * ~'g·(J) ~~ 3;QF,Jli,;j), 

Shunjusha Publishing Company, 1972, pp.l99-206. (Translated by Gaynor Sekimori with a foreword by 

J. W.de Jong: Essentials of Buddhism-Basic Terminology and Concepts of Buddhist Philosophy and 

Practice, Kosei Publishing Co., Tokyo, 1996, pp.l78-179. ) defines terms denoting concentration (samiidhi

(7£, 7£~ , .=: IJ;K, .=: Jli!':l\1!" ~:J;'f, IE "'t), dhyiina- (jhiina-) (tlii , 1Jii t.J~, Mr~ , .\~Ul{i~) , samiipatti

(7£, .=: Jli!'w$:})[1;, ~ ~), samatha- (samatha-) (Jl, ~ lli!' it!!. ), cittaikiigratii- (cittekaggatii-) u.,- ~ 
'1'1)), and refer to the difference of dhyiina- and zen . 

Chinese ch'an and Japanese zen are not the sa me as Indi an dhyiina; they are so mething more than 

meditation or concentration as a division of the threefold practice or as one of the Six Perfections. Zen is a 

combination of all three parts of the threefold practice and all the perfections. This is because zen is not 

simply a device for centering and calming the mind but also encompasses the wisdom of enlightenment. 

The declaration that the purpose of zen is to see one's true nature and to open and illuminate the mind 

indicates that zen is concerned with seeking the wisdom of en lightenment. Zen was introduced to the West 

with Japanese term rather than the Sanskrit dhyiina to underscore the difference in connotation between the 

two. 

10 Yasutomo NISHI, Sunao KASAMATSU, and Yumi OUSAKA: SADDHARMAPUl'fJ?AR!KA Piida Index 

and Reverse Piida Index, Ph lo1ogica Asiatica Monograph Series 27, Chuo Academic Research Institute, 

Tokyo, 2011. 

ln this book, the numbers that come next represent the number of the page and line, and the number in the 

brackets [ J represents the number of its chapter. For example, SP 49.13-14 [2] means SP's second chapter, 

page 49, and 13"' to 14"' line. 
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(Trans lating.) Devotionals have been conducted with sincerity and dhyana- and these 

teachings have been thought through with wisdom and various virtuous deeds have been 

practiced. All those who have been involved in these have attained enlightenment. 

(2) dhyana- as a name of meditation. 

(ex.) samanantararp bha~iya so vinayaka~ paryanka bandhitva k~af.lasmi tasmin 1 

anantanirdesavaral!1 samadhirp dharmasanastho munisre~~ha dhyayl ll6 111 

(SP 23.11-12 [ 1]) 

(Translating.) A moment after the teacher finished the teachings, he sat in cross-legged and 

his matchless sage as he kept si tting in the same seat, entered an excellent dhyana- called 

"limitless teachings". 

Its similar example can not be found anywhere else. Chigi , the Great Master Tendai claimed 

that this "limitless teachings" means the Sutra of Innumerable Meanings , which has been 

widely known. 

(3) dhyana- as one of the Six Perfections. 

(ex.) tadyatha danaparamitayai')l sllaparamitayarp k~antiparamitayarp 

vlryaparamitayarp dhyanaparamitayarp virahita~ prajfiaparamitaya 1 

(SP 332.11-333.1 [16]) '2 

(Translating.) In other words, the perfection of generosity, the perfection of morality, the 

perfection of endurance, the perfection of diligence, the perfection of dhyana- , except the 

perfection of wisdom. 

In this example, dhyana- is clearly defined as one of the Six Perfections. Similar examples 

are found in SP. Most of these examples are incomplete or, in other words, some elements of 

Six Perfections are missing. Examining the formation processes of SP can lead to make clear 

the formation process of Six Perfections. This can be a new research topic for the near future . 

( 4) dhyana- as synonym of enlightenment attained by Sakyamuni Buddha. 

(ex.) cirasyadya naraditya Td~sTrp kurute katham 1 

bala vimok~a dhyanas ca aprameya mi spars ita!~ 112211 (SP 34.7-8 [2Jt 
(Translating.) After a long time has passed, today the Sun among humans gave a talk as 

II Similar examples in SP 13.9-10 [I ], SP 129.13-14 [5], SP 13 1.5-6 [5], SP 186.8-10 [7] , SP 335.7-10 [16] , 

SP 339.1 4-340.2 [16] , SP 34 7.9-11 [ 17], SP 365.9-l 0 [1 8]. 

12 Similar examples in SP24.13-16 [1], SP49.13 -14 [2] , SP339.9-II [16] , SP457.11-458.1 [25]. 

13 Similar examples in SP 47.1-2 [2] , SP 82 .1-3 [3], SP 91.1 -2 [3]. 
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follows: "I obtained immeasurable power, liberation, and dhyana-" . 

(5) food for those who are in "Buddha Land" as simile for dhyana-. 

(ex.) aharasarpjfia ca na tatra bhe~yati anyatra dharme rati dhyanaprlti~ 1 

na ma.t~gramo 'pi ca tatra bhe~yati na capy apaya na ca durgatTbhayam 111911 

(SP 206.1-2 [8]) 14 

(Translating.) And there, aside from the joy of receiving the teachings and the joy of dhyana-, 

there wi ll be no consciousness for food. Furthermore, there wi ll be no women or evi l 

conditions there. 

Next, as for samadhi-, its 44 examples can be divided in a way as follows: 

(B) samadhi-

(1) samadhi- as a name for meditation. 

(ex.) samanantararp bha~iya so vinayaka~ paryanka bandhitva k~al)asmi tasmin I 

anantanirdesavarar~1 samadhi1~ dharmasanastho munisre~~ha dhyayT 1161 11 

(SP 23.11-12 [IJt 

(Translating.) The moment the teacher finished his teachings, he sat in the lotus position and 

the matchless sage, sitting on the dharma seat, entered the excellent samadhi- called 

"limitless teachings" . 

Its simi lar example can not be found anywhere else. Chigi, the Great Master Tendai claimed 

that this "limit less teachings" means the sutra of Innumerable Meanings , which has been 

widely known. 

(2) samadhi- as a synonym of enlightenment or the one that leads to enlightenment. 

(ex.) bhagava1~s ca samadh irp samapanna~ I 

(Trans lating.) The World-honored one is in samadhi-. 

(SP 7.6 [1])' 6 

This is a part of the prose in SP's Chapter 1 Nidana, which corresponds to KumarajTva's 

Chapter 1 "Introduction". In the scenes both before and after this prose, there is a scene of 

appearing an auspicious omen in which a ray of light is emitted from Sakyamuni Buddha's 

forehead. 

14 Similar example in SP 202.8-9 [8]. 

15 Similar examples in SP 5.7-11 [I] , SP 19.13-20.1 [I] , SP 405. 14-406.3 [22] , SP 427.9-11 [23] , SP 435.6-14 

[23], SP 437.1-2 [23], SP 454.5-6 [24], SP 458.2-4 [25], SP 465.5-7 [25], SP 463.11-464.2 [25]. 

16 Simi lar examples in SP 249 .3-6 [II], SP 408.14-15 [22], SP 420.6-7 [22] , SP 426 .9-11 [23] , SP 475.5-9 

[26]. 
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(3) samadhi- right before Buddha's teachings. 

(ex.) atha khalu bhagavan smftiman sarpprajfianas tata~ samadher vyutthito 

vyutthayayu~mantarp sariputram amantrayate sma 1 (SP 29.1-2 [2]) 17 

(Translating.) At that time the World-honored one rose form is samadhi-. Then he said to 

Sariputra. 

This example is similar to the standardized pattern for the scenes in which Sakyamuni 

Buddha begins his teachings I mentioned earlier. 

(4) samadhi- experienced by monks who are going through the similar state that Sakyamuni 

was in right before attaining enlightenment. 

(ex.) punas ca so pasyati atmabhavarp bhaventa dharma girikandare~ul 

bhavitva dharma1-p ca spfsitva dharmata1-p samadhi so labdhu jina1-p ca pasyati 116711 

(SP294.13-14 [13]) '8 

(Translating.) Furthermore, again, he sees himself. After he learned the teachings in the 

cave, practiced them and then finally reached the true meaning of them. Now he has gained 

samadhi- and is meeting the winner. 

Conclusion 

By examining the examples of dhyana- and samadhi- in SP, I have come up with five 

categories as follows: 

(1) experienced by monks who are going through the similar state that Sakyamuni was in 

right before attaining enlightenment. 

(2) As a name for meditation (dhyana- and samadhi-). 

(3) As one of the Six Perfections. 

( 4) As a synonym of enlightenment or the one that leads lo enlightenment. 

(5) Right before Buddha's teachings. 

From the examples I discussed this paper, neither the answers to the question that what 

exactly Zen (Zenjo, meditation, dhyana-, or samadhi-) is no reliable definitions of the term can 

be found. 

By the way, according to my dissertation '•, simply put, I tried to explore SP thoughts from 

17 Similar examples in SP 20. 16-21.1 [ 1], SP 182. 12-1 83 .2 [7], SP 406.11-12 (22]. 

18 Similar examp le in SP 311.14-312.4 (14]. 
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the viewpoint of the formation process. Obviously, SP texts were not formed at a time. It was 

fonned gradually through different historical stages. Among the different chapters, the oldest 

one is SP's Chapter 2 "Upayakausalya" which conesponds to Kumarajlva's Chapter 2 "Skillful 

Means" ( I~Yi*].ifnUI 1Ji~~fi:J m= J) . It is thought that this C hapter was free from the 

influenced of Abhidharma and early PrajfHiparamita Sutra and I proved that the oldest 

teachings is the reconstructed teachings from Sutta-nipata. The summary and conclusions of 

my dissertation were compiled into an article20
• 

One of the examples of Zen found in SP "zen right before teachings" seems to be standardized 

expressions that are commonly found in early Buddhist Sutras. And it is thought to describe 

the scenes right before Sakyamuni Buddha's enlightenment. A ll those can be boiled down to 

supporting evidence that there are contents from early Buddhist Sutras that have been 

preserved in SP. 

Therefore I chose examples mainly from the first half of the text centering around SP's 2"d 

Chapter, Upayakausalya considering its chronological order of SP's formation. 

From those points, it can be thought that The Sutra of the Lotus Flower of the Wonde1jul 

Dharma was translated from an original text of the Lotus Sutra based on his profound 

understanding of Buddhism and accordingly his point of view on the Lotus Sutra are expressed 

through the translations . 

As Dr.Kogen Mizuno's definitions show in the footnotes, from the examples I discussed 

here, neither the answers to the question that what exactly Zen is no reliable definitions of the 

term can be found. 

From those reasons, I omitted the discussion of the term "zen" in The Sutra of the Lotus 

Flower of the Wonderful Dharma by Kumarajiva. As for the term Zen, I believe that it was not 

until Buddhism was introduced to Ch ina that the contents of Zen began to be interpreted in 

many different ways. 

This Paper owes very much to the invitation to me for Associate Prof. Shi Guohuei at 

Dharma Drum Buddhist Co llege, XVI IABS2011 in Dharma Drum Mountain, Taiwan. I'm 

most grateful to C huo Academic Research Institute for providing a favourable study 

environment. 

19 Yasutomo Nishi : A Study of the Thought of Skillful Means in SaddharmapU!Jcfarlka ( ri:!:;* ;)l ~ ::: ;Js ~ t ~ 

7J1ifi: .\!l, ~JI. O):jiJf 1,;j ), Document in Doctor of Buddhism, Taisho University, 20 I 0.3.15. (Publication is being 

prepared at present.) 

20 Yasutomo N ishi: "A Fundamental Concept of SaddharmapwyqarTka" ( I~~-;):£~::: Bit~ tll!iW, 89~1:~J ) , 

Journal ofthe Graduate School Taisho University (l::klE::k"lt::k"f: IIJHiJf'lEBffil :ftJ) Yo1.35 , 2011 , pp.92- IOI. 
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